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Plans Are Formulated to Nominate
Candidates to Student Body Posts
Life Committee
Studies Rules
On Rev" elries

Important Positions in Council,
Court, and Class Offices Open
Nominations for 19 student body and class offices will be held
afternoon at 2:30 in room S 210 of the Science buitding.
Seniors will nominate students for the offices of Ole Student
Council representative, serving for ‘one-half year, and the four class
offices, president, vice-president, secretery, and treasurer.
tomorrow

Changes made by the Revelries
board in the proposed regulations
Juniors will nominate students
suggested by the-College Life com’ ’for ons, Student Council refiremittee will be studied by the comsentative, serving for. One Year,
mittee at a meeting today.
two junior justices for the Student
Just how much "complete reCourt, .and the "four clam officers.
sponsibility" the Revelries board
is to exercise over the -Revelries
Sophomores will nominate
show and what person or, group
students fer one student Councli
Peter Cirivilleri, junior class
of persons is to say that the script.
Representative, serving for one
president. expressed his appreciis off-color or in poor taste seem
year, smut the four class offices.
ation during the council meeting
to-be the big -questions asked of
Freshmen will nominate- stuMonday afternoon to all persons
the Life committee
responsible for the success of the dents for two Student Council
The Revelries board has reRepresentatives, one serving for
Junior. Prom.
quested the following changes in
one -year and one serving for one,the rules proposed by the Life
He hopes that Juniors again will half year,____
_
Don Gifford gets set for the Senior Overnight with a pair of
committee:
SliPpert -their Oils in the JuntorAccording
to
the
ASH
Conmemclass
ski boots, as other seniors approve his choice. Senior
1. That two more students be Senior mixer to be held tonight at
bers planning to attend the Overnight areJeft to right: Margaret added to the Revelries ,boar.d to 7:30 o’clock in the Student Union, stitutih, any student may be
n
butted who "is an ASB
BelBankson, chairman for the event, Dick Marquis, Joan Rogers,
_give it more __representation fr
flseee will-ke-no admission charge, member, a declared member of
mont Reid, and Bob Irons, The Overnight will be held this year at student groups. The presidents of
Junior council discussed his class; on clear standing; not
the Donner Lake lodge Feb. 17-19. Sign-up will continue in the Panhellenic and the Inter-Fratee
for an after-game dance to more than, six, units deficient
photo by Gmelin
Library arch until Feb. 10.
nity councils were mentioned In
be presented by the Junior class for his class, and not holding
this respect. ’
any other ASS office."
2. That ,the Illevelries director following the San Diego-San Jose
The primary election will be
and business PIP/lager be selected basketball game Feb. 17. Ron
from a list of piarnes submitted by LaMar will be chairman for the held Feb. 16, with the run-off the
following week, Feb. 21.
dance.
the Revelries Ward.
3. That stiklants be allowed to
’The dance will be held in the
join the sknirv whenever a new
Student Union and admission will
arise’s.
part
Chest",
As
it
now
stands
held
"Campus
to be
The Student Council increased A
be 25 cents for stags and 35 cents
the amount of. money a student during fall quarter., would C011ibine the entire entillinest littlipprotod
may receive for an injury ALA the Rqd Cross, March of DimesA by the Registrar before e:vbstie -for --crimples. Music will be from M
and Community Chest drives, The Is begun, although it may
records.
Meeting yesterday.
World’ _Student ’Service Fund known then how many parts
"Hard-time" costumes
The new by-laer’will read, "a would carry on _its _plea during there. will be.
7order this evening at the Junior:.
stirdenT win be able to receive 100 spring quarter. lithe "Campus
Among the regulations already
,per cent, _of- the first S50 of his Chest" failed to -raise San Jose accepted by the Revelries board
Senior mixer to be held at 7:30
bill .and 50 per cent of the re- State college’s quota. another
Goingl --Going-!.---Alm6st--- gone! ovron- at the StinNITEUfficinT-A7
are:
mainder, with a maximum limit-of driee would be held during winter
1. That the business manager Toddy is the last opportunity stu- variety of music will be prqvided
$200."
quarter.
be required to report monthly on dents will have to call for their by the Cronemiller and Smith
It was also suggested that a the show’s ’financial’ condition to
and dancing will- last until
In the last three years. 81300
7 books and -money in Alpha Phi quartet,
joint student-faculty board be the Revelries board, the final re11 o’clock.
’as
of the *3000 injury fund
k
h
’
h
0
created to handle administration port to be made within 30 daYs of
used, according to Councilman
,
Jack Passey, is chairman for the
of the drives. Student council- the last performance of Revelries, Student union. The exchange will senior elass, and Ron La Mar is
Dick- Russo.
The average bill
men will consider the proposal and that he have authority to close permanently at 4:30 p.m. and -chairman for the juniors. EnterJust year was $13.11. The (mumcil voted to transfer another - for a week.
approve all expenditures.
all unclaimed property will be ’ tainment will be presented by both
$1000 from the general fund into
RepresentatiVe Bob Madsen reRefreshments will be
2. That the Revelries adviser turned over to the book exchange classes.
the student injury fund, with ported that expenses for the "Re- must , approve the script and that
served, the chairmen repOrt.,
jointly
coetrolled
which
is
fund,
the approval of the board of ligious Forum" came to approxi- he shall have the power to suspend
Admittance will be by student
by A Phi 0 and the Student
control.
mately $123.
t_the show, if ever necessary.
hntly card cualy._
’Council.
Pres’ident Don Schaeffer. with
Councilmen Dave Down and Bob
’
Madsen suggested’ that there be the approval of the Student Countwo drives during the school year. cil, appointed Carolyn Plough to,
the Spartan Revelries board. The .
position wes created on request
Havifig suffered near-blindness ’
of the College Life committee.
as a result of yesterday’s Sunshine,
Duke Deras, secial affairs corn- the forecaster puts his sun glasses
mittee chairman, reported that back in mothballs and predicts
, Meeting of the AWS, today in the "Poor Man’s Prom" would be today to be partly cloudy with
Room 24 at. 4:30 p.m..._ Disetur.hald-on 1eb.-45-4n-4he -Student little-ehangein tvrnperature.- MildMon to be held on "Mardi Mel- Union The "Toseemen," a_mus er _temperatures prevailed yester-- odies".
Refreshments Will be ical organization, will play from day with a high ’of 58 and a low
served.
8-11, according to Deras.
of 39. Skies were clear.

untors Plan
D. an ce Feb. 17

Council Sets Limits on Injury Money,
Votes to Switch Another $1000 to Fun

61.1ard T Imes’ Is
Mixer Theme

Last Chance’

file Weather .

Coed Asks Spartan to Dance

_ AWS To Meet "
;1

-

I,NiTED PRESS ROUNDUP

Telephone Workers Postponc Strike

---

CIO Telephone workers agreed
tO a government request yestee,
day to postpone for 16 clays the
nation-wide telephone strike that
had been scheduled to begin this
morning. Today’s proposed walk. out could have involved 100,000
workers and disrupted the nation’s
communication network.

ton increase in welfare fund conlritititions. are reported "fighting
mad" at President Truman’s use
of the Taft -Hartley act.

in Gov. Warren’s $262,000,000.state
operations ’budget recommended
ytsterday by the legislative audiA cut of -$500,000
tor’s office.
from the university’s proposed
U. OF CALIF. IIIT
budget of $35,696,756 was recThe University of California ommended.
. ..
may be among the hardest hit
,
state agencies by a $3.500,000 cut: FLOODS LOOM
by severe
threatened
IS
Oregon
TO STUDY COAL ACTS
floods.
The Taft -Hartley Fact -Finding
Experts say heavy rains or
board is preparing a report which
warm temperatures in the northmust be submitted to President
Ed’ Mosher, rally committee west could send "severe winter
Truman by Monday. After the chairman, announces there will floods" down the valley upon
report is received, the government be a meeting tonight at 7:30 Portland, Salem. Eugene, and
other cities in Oregon.
may seek an injunction ordering p,m. in Room 24. Plans for the
Fresno.
State-San
Jose
basket
FRENCHITES’
RECOGNIii:
John L. Lewis’s 400,000’ Striking
ball contest. next Tuesday night,
The United States yesterday
miner’s hack to the pits for 8f)
I will be discussed.
gave diplomatic reeogeition to
days while mediators trs: to settlej
lt TiiiialiThiriiet -Will be pre- three French-hacked states in
..
the dispute.
to’ ftented during half-time at the southeast Asia Viet Nam, Laos i
The miners, seeking a 93 . cent game. Recording to Chairman and Cambodia. Britain recognized
the three states earlier yesterday.
daily pay boost and a 13-cent -a- !Mosher.

Rally Group Meets

With bid in hand, fair damsel Barbara Belknap entreats stalwart Spartan Melt Thompson to heeept her invitation to the-"Illeares
Delight" valentine’s dance. The romantic event will be held Friday
night, from 9 -to 1 o’clock at the Scottish Rite Temple. with Bob
Russell and his orchestra providing the musical background.
photo by Hildenbrandt
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Thrust and Parry
Readers Comment on Exams

Writers Debate
Women’s Scarves

Thrust and Parry and ASB 3175:1 to recognize my friends in the ,
Ed, Note When staffer .George
Your letter, complaining about La Torre.
McDonald submitted. the following
the science exam last Monday,
I thought this exam was a little Story, we thought It only fair that
came as a voice in the wilderness easier than the others; However, the women’s side be presented,
to me. NOW, j MT-ItitirT thn not T -made a lower-grade-0dt
than .-mmnrirers- agreed- toall, alone in my struggle with I was somewhat angry because wer in flu:. amine at VIEPAtair!M.
‘1_1 4
often think the instructor didn’t ask fer the Her comments seer kit,"in *hied
Latin, terminelogy.
Published eviry school day by the Associated‘ Tladorsts’of San Jose State College that I have been- taken in. I feel bibliography as he did on the last -face.
at the Press of Globe Printing Co. Entered as mond class matter of fits San
that the excessive_ use of the viz. I had menuirized eight or
Joss Post Office.
dead Latin language not only im- ten of the name on the book list
By GEORGE McDONALD
Mary Frydenlund and Jim Hayes, Co-editors
,plies an insufficiency of the Eng- and I wanted_ a chance to pull up
and, MARION SUMMERS
lish language to describe science my grade.
Bill Simons, Business Manager
Now as to scarves: the womeri,
Dave Heagerty ’Tut also that it is a derision- of
Earl Crabbe Society Editor
.
News Editor
Well, A.S.Ba3175, I sure do feel
Harry Britton scientific investigation. For in- much better now that I- know not being distinguishable anyBob Skillicorn Photo Editor
Desk Chief
more because they wear short
Carl Holmberg stance:’ I know a chap- who. is soniejai else suffers as I- do.
Feature Editor ..,13613 Hemingway Wire ’Editor
Dick Watry clever at paroding Latin ter3n1n__
Cliff Daniels Exchange Editor
Sports Editor
hair- like then, have to find anA.S.B.
5653.
Make-up Editors . Don Fitzgerald, Edith O’Donnell, Barbera Belknap, ology, Once on a quizz, there was
other -way to be told apart.
Joyce Call, George McDonald, Margot Miller.
Now, tierimuily: Do you mean
a question which asked "What ,Dear ’Murat and Parry and ASB
Copy Desk...Beverly Lymburner, Fred Bauntberger, Elmer Rodrigues, animal is, foUnd inside of rocks?"
you aetuaily need.a wart to tell
_3175:
Charleen Little, Marion Summers, Arne Saari.
said he immediately thought
Reterring to your recent out- a woman from a wan’ Maybe
Manuel Alves. -Berkley Baker, Bruce Firotzman, Fred He
Reporters
Burbank, Edward Conkle, Barbara Deemy, John Dremel, William of rock borer so he parodied and burst in this column it, indeed, bifocals are the answer.
have taken up wearing
Epler, Francis Errota, Samuel Goldman, Albert Grossl, John Had- answered with ROCKUS_BORUS. Ilouchedtne-ver
.luos-faA--ntpyed
don, Doris Hildebrand, Nancy Loughlin, Ronald. Marcus, Ross His instructor took off half beImagine, having ,to memor- "choker" scarves aroutirthi-neek:.
Massey, Douglas Prestage, Jeanne Thomas, Jerome Thomas, Diftie cause he had the terms reversed., ize 17, not 10, mind you, but 17 All designs- and colors are okay,,
Wise.
:t should have been BORUS orders of insects for a test given. as long as they cover up the back
ADVERTISING STAFF
ROCKUS.
by a "professor in the, natural of the neck. What’s the matter,
Millard Richards
Office Manager
-I tried this but it didn’t work science department." You violent- girls? Are you ’ admitting that
Fred Allred, Beverly for me. On the question "Soft- ly exclaimed that the examination short hair leaves the neck mighty
Salesmen
Baier, John*Baldini, John Bardacos, Jack Barringer, Charles Ber- shelled crab is a dish prized was unfair. Since when, may I bare?
Scarves are not worn to cover
ryessa, RichardBiersch, William Francis; Rieliard Grant, Ralph In the east and in the deep ask, is memory work unfair in
Lamont, Ray Lehmkuhl, Raymond Lyon, Ralph Peterson, Ben south. What is a soft-shelled preparation for an examination? the neck. Oh, no. They emphacrab?" I said that it Is SOUTH- What do you expect to do to get size it; play it up; make the
Pettus, Vincent Scampini, Robert Scheid, Rick Schuman, Frances
ERN-FRIED CR A BUS, but the credit for the course? Merely feminine throat a thing of
Sterling, Beth Watson.
that was not right. Perhaps it sit in the classes and nonchalantly beauty and a joy forever.
should have been CRABUS allow the verbal utterances of the
The women that wear these
FRIED-SOUTHERN.
Instructor to pass in one ear and scarves remind one of a leaking
- Another of the questions which out the other?
pipe, with a handkerchief thrown
Seniors preparing for graduation from San Jose ,State college I though sure I would get right
An understanding of the ter- around the leak. are advised they "should" pay graduation fees amounting to $9. was the one which read: "Cephal- minology tends towards learning
Any man who looks at a
Recently, a *dor protested the fees wee:. -excessive,", He- carried opods are all predaceous." For the subject, be it science, history, woman and thinks of a steam
protest_to_administration heads and was finally granted exemption. those who haven’t had this course, orr what have you. Take philos- pipe, leaking or otherwise,
phatopods are -squids and octopit ophy, for example."IfToT-fwere ig- should retread his imagination.
His action ’stirred up a minor hornets’ nest/ Administration and (octopuses)
and predaceous means norant of the terms like pant_heThese scarves make life ’quite
faculty spokesmen ’defended tlie fees’ as "traditional". Senior class to prey upon other animals.difficult -for the poor sap_ who...,
-officers protested exerripticirifFoiiitteer for a .few Would doom Senior thought this was false chiefly be- 18K-1iediAllsm, empiricism, etc.; wants
to cuddle., He leans over,
how would you knew what a prof
Week activities for all.
cause of the all-inclusive term was talking about, when he refer- and feeling the square cloth, auto---isadition_is_good’but there is little worth in blind conformity to ALL. In the course "How to red to these terms as being char- .matically blows his nose.
-Who ever heard of a man in
trairArritntit-the handful of faculty members and class officers who Study" we learned that a state- acteristic of a certain philosopher
yattern convince us of its value, we will continue to ment like this has greater chances or .period? 4 imagine you would1 a cuddling mood leaning over to
of being false than true. If there just sit there with a blank look grab a scarf for nose -blowing
env
Teriel who refuses to conform.
were only one cephaloped which is
purposes? Such a man is a poor
We Jeer senior morale, ancrfaculty-student rel&ions, would be not predaceous this statement on your face without any insti- sap
indeed. Where, oh where is
gation
to
look
up
the
term
to
disdeclaration
public
make
a
woutd
council
iniPeoved if the ’senior class
would be false. I thought that per- cover its meaning.
the romantic spirit?
of its position on graduation fees. Such a declaration could be sup- haps new-born cephalopods, or That is precisely what I
And what of the females themthink
ported bya ties; vote of confidence leaying little room for complaint very old cephalopods, or even per- is wrong. with the niajority
of selves? They feet undressed withhaps sick cephalopods are not
o indivldtial cussedness..
predaceous
said the
college students today. I There, is out. one of these ’chokers" on.
so .I
they were the age_Of "Pen%tah
drive behind them. Learn
Learnonly
men t is false. Evidently, ALL ,
tis.
a
hw
absolutely
required
is ny Pringle" the wore dishtowels
cephalopods are predaceous.
their -motto.’ If they think there. on their heads. Now that they
There was one question on this
i s too much to learn, the’ con - are grown up, scarves on the head
exam which must have been sucktinually complain and stir hp are strictly taboo, unless it is
em bait. Question: ’Since the
ill feelings towards tiuf instruc- raining. If the sun is shining, they
’palolo worm’ swarms on Decemtors and the .subject. What we are worn around the neck or
ber 25, these worms often replace
need is more REAL students, not waist. Why not then in the purse?
turkey during the festive occaThat famous style setter,
complainers! A student comes to
sion." I interpreted the word
college to get an education sup- Gypsy Rom. Lee, Is a great scarf
SINCE to establish the first part
booster. She would feel quite
I of the statement to be true. But posedly. :t was Elbert Hubbard undressed without an adequate
By CLIFF DANIELS
who once said, "Get your happines
the second part caused me to
she wouldn’t dream of
Dr. Cyril Bryner, whose articles on various phases of the presenti ponder. I remembered something out of your workor-you’ll never supply;
hiding
her
wart’ in her purse.
knuw
Oat
happiness
is."
,
Russiangovernment and people appeared in the "Current History vaguely about people in the south’
Resides, the neck scarf is a
ASB
211.
instructversatile
extremely
has
an
1949,
in
seas eating worms, but I couldn’t
and "Forum" magazines
very handy gimmick. When the
- , oteriiberfrit-was
patolu
ing schedule at San Jose State college. td-Tall, a gal caR
Dr. Bryner is the sole professor of Russian academic subjects worm. I tfiought this was a "gift"
untie it, and put ’tom her head,
question and I cor.cluded that, if
Clever!
and he teaches Russian language, history and literature.
these people eat these worms. the
But, whatever ope feels ’conAfter graduating from Stanford university in 1931 with an A.B. worms
might be to them what
Russian
corning
as
a
the "chokers," remember
Alto
Palo
at
year
one
for
taught
Bryner
Dr.
language,
in
turkey is to us. But this didn’t
the poor guy who’s wife wore
language professor before going
answer the question whether or
REDDING Cal.----(UP)--- Shasta one everywhere?
tried to find
to Czechoslovakia to study at the for a year at the University of not they replaced turkey, Then I county has completed its March out why she was He
so addicted to
University of Prague.
wondered
if
these
people
eat
turof
Dimes drive and the county’s the little piece of silk; but she
Alaska before coming to San Jose
key.If they did, they might sub- residenta had some "king-sized" wouldn’t tell him So one night,
Upe4n completion of his post
egg____
Artivies Apotlished.
In-1934, -he wet’
craduate
StiFute theSe wort-ifs-1W tiftkey Nificgovers to prove it wa mig y
e s e was sleeping, he untied
_
,
1949 Pr. Bryner had jug as we sometTraegsubtithte lideeCISITtd.
Durin
scarne’s head fell off.
PhU rniangtiage’-blit
abva-ed
United
to
the
returning
"oleo" for cow butter. Still bebefore
So successful was a Party here
No comment.
States he spent a year in travel
lieving this to be a gift question, :last week, it is expected, the drive
and continued study in Russia
"I said they do substitute the pa. will net more than doublethe
and the Balkans.
lob worm for turkey. Well, they S10.000 collected last year.
While in ’ Yugoslavia. Dr. Brydon’t.
Every tavern and bar in this
All sororities and fraternities
ner attended lectures at the-UniWhile_studyiag for this test., vicinity closed, and their _operaversity of Belgrade.
my, greatest anguish came In tors moved ’to the Mem, ria hall arr_urged to cheek their respecletter boxes In the coop for----trying to learn those 17 orders. and served the only drinks to be
Born in Siberia
We saw representatives of some had in the area. All the "refresh- Important La Torn. letters.
The Russian professor was born
of these last quarter, but I ments" were flonated and the
in Vladivostok, Siberia but at the
found it difficult trying to rec- cash collected over the hall bar
age of six moved to California
ognize
their photographs in the went to the March of Dimes
where he reiieived his elementary
textjust as I sometimes fall Continuous entertainment was ofahd high school training.
fered by three dance bands and
Although having a nationality
composition of Swiss. Welsh, Rusanalysis of the composition of a San Francisco dance team.
C. Fred Smith drive chairman,
the government of the Communist
sian, English and French, he was
party, appeared in "Current’ His- said the Shasta County campaign
born a Swiss citizen.
is now "over the top."
tory" for May.
In 1935, Dr. Bryner returned to
"The Evolution of the PolitStanford university where he
buro," how this governing body
taught until 1941. at which time
gained power, appeared in "Curhe became a senior censor in San
Food prepared at its very
rent History" for August.’
Franciseo -for Slavic languages.
best is only part of the enjoy"Soviet
Agricultural
Policy,"
After holding this position for
73 E. SAN FERNANDO
the relationship of the peasant
i_pie_vear_he spent -three years in
rmsnt that you will receive while
Be convinced that you have a good
to government, appeared in the
Army Intelligence. serving in’
dining with us. Vegetables at
shoemaker
in
your
neighborhood
who
October
"Current History."
Alaska and with Patton’s ’Third
knows how to make and repair all
their peak of freshness are
Army in Europe.
types of shoes.
Berlin became the next stopping
DR. CYRIL ERYNER
served in our fine salads.
AM. V.ORK GUARANTEED
point’ for Dr. Bryner where he
Come in tod ay and give
served. *ith the Army Research articles published in "Current
Our Excellent Craftsmanship
History" for May, August and Oc’
Section as a sergeant.
yourself
a treat!!
Insures Satisfaction
Upon returning to civilian life, tober, and in "Forum" for. SepOur Specialty Is Orthopedic
255 S. 2nd
he attended Steamy’ university tember.
and Corrective Work
for one quarter and then taught "People of the Politburo," an

San Jo

Sta

liege

Graduation Fees Excessive?

Dr. Cyril Bryner

Authority on Russia
Instructs at SJSC

Hangovers Aid
Otto urtve

Check Coop Boxes

KEN’S PINE INN

SAN FERNANDO
SHOE SHOP

"Want Donuts?"

Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

Players Clown

Smith Plays Final I
Role at San Jose I STAN’S SLANTS . . . . by Sadler
As ’Shrew’ Clown
,

By MARGOT MILLER

Conrad Smith, whose hilaripus
antics, n; "Taming.tf 4ie Sh7e70
puts the audience in stitches every
time he steps on the stage, makes
his last apPearahce bra San Jose
State college production in this
Shakespearean Comedy. Sm It 11
ta3tes4the ’part .of. the clown, Grumio, Setvant to Petruchio. .

_1

Smith, senior drama-major frOm
San Jose, gtaduates in March.
. The talented 22-gear-old student
has _worked rin every production
which has been presented during
the four years he has attended San
Jose State college.
During the summer -session
Smith took the lead part as the
Prince in the production "Candlelight."
He has played feature
parts in "Love for Love", "Sea
Qull," "King Lear,’! "Royal Family," "Years Ago," ’!Rose of the
Ranchci,". and has taken parts in
three Studio Theater plays, "Charley’s Aunt," "Hay Fever:: . and
"Ghost."

Smith belongs to the San Jose
Players, drama group at the colConrad Smith (left) as PetroShrew’’, w inch tonight goes into lege, Playcrafters, Inc., and the
chlo’s ?servant Grumio, takes a
Its fifth performance of an Pascadero Playhouse. As a memlittle of the spunk out of Gremeight -day run In the Little. The- ber of Playcrafters he appeared in
a the n ,o eroof
Exit," andk for
lo, servant to lucentio, played
ater. Byers and Smith provide
in
by Jack Byers, In an entertain.-- ;many of the laughs in a highly-- Playhouse"NoE
tag xcene from "Taming of the ! amusing production.
the Frying Pan."

Art Room Shows CHAPLAIN WARWICK SPEAKS
Modern Paintings Subject of Talk Will Be
Quentin Reitabtlttatton Plan

By MARION SUMMERS ,
An interesting display of four
modern prints can now be seen in
the Art room of the library.
The prints include -TA Nlatet"
by Gauguin, "The Sleeping "Gyp_
sy" by Rousseau, "The Tablecloth"
by Bonnard, and "Jeanne D’ Arc"
by ROuault.
Rousseau is at his primititV’hest.
in "The Sleeping Gypsy." The
clear technique and brilliant, imaginative colors display a simple,
untaught style.
"Jeanne D’ Arc" is a definitive
sample of Rouault’s command of
color and depth of insight.

’Naked City’
Tickets for Mark Bellinger’s’
"The Naked City," go on sale
today In the Speech office, room
57. Price of the tickets, to be
sold between 12:30 p.m. and 3:30
eiit’h day. is 35 cents.
, starring Barry
, The %I
Fitzgerald anti. Howard Duff,
tat o% place Wednesday, Feb. 15,
in the Little Theater at 8:15
p.m.
rreeiatation of "The Naked
dwonwecti. the _ftn_
Jose Players. Nick LIckwar is
publicity chairman.
SSS Will Diti+CIIS*

Social Welfare
1,11.4)1’1)1AI croup discussions with

social workers will be the main’
feature of, tomorrow night’s mOnthly Sigma Sigma Sigma Meeting,
according to President Beverly
Vockc. The group meets in the
Student Union at 7:30 p.m.
Mr. Wally Foster, Mrs. Jackie
Bryan and Miss Jean Glines from
the Santa Clara county Welfare
department and Mrs. Doris King
from the County hospital will be
present to discuss their work wilh
tri-Sigma members and their
gaests, Miss Vocke reveals.

-Entemelogi
An open Meeting tonight lea, Luring a -30 minute color motion
picture, "Realm of the Wild," was
announced yesterday by the members of the San Jose State college
Entomology club.
The picture will he shown in
room S40 at 7:30 o’clock, according to Vic Stombler, publicity
manager of the Entomology club.

6A
\
"WHY DIDN’T YOU GET
YOUR CHEST X-RAYED?"

Pay for it while
you use it!

Bacteriologists
To Visit Hospital
Dr. Wilbur H. SwarMorr’s Hassin medical bacteriology will travel
to the Veterans Hospital at Livermore this afternoon for a visit
through the various departments
of the hospital, according to Lowell Pratt, San Jose Stale coil’.
public relations director. ,

The Rev. Harry C. Warwick, PrOtestant chaplain at the Soledad
state prison, will be guest speaker at Senior orientation tomorrow
Included in the visit will be. a
at. 11:30 a.m. in Morris Dailey auditorium. Chaplain Warwick is a talk from the hospital’s director
former chaplain at San Quentin state prison, and was active in File on the latest methods used in the
rehabilitation program there. Subject of. the minister’s talk will be treatment Of -tuberculosis.
"The Rehabilitation Program". Ile ’
will discuss the present program
at San Quentin and how the basic
methods of rehabilitation may be I
applied at other state prisons.,

SeN.;ero.to Preside
At Newman Club

Carl Ketchum, chairman for
this week’s Senior orientation, re
ports that the assembly is open
to everyone, not only seniors. All
students and faculty members are
cordially invited, -Ketchum announces:

Fred Sever was elected president of the Newman club for the
1950-51 term in elections held during the club’s regular meeting in
Newman. hall last week.
Other officers installed for the
next term include Rita Rabenstein.
vice-president; Carolyn Fink, recording secretary; Patricia Fox.
Doris
riding sees etory,
Wooley, treasurer; and Walter
Phillips, sergeant--atarms.

ro ram is one of
The. s
the most important factors of rehabilitation’ at state prisons, according to Chaplain Warwick. Over one -fifth of the prisoners attend
Joe Garsk-e. club president durchapel sorvice,;, which are .entirely ing the hist year, presided over the
Voluntary, he sas.
meeting Thursday 6vening. Th(
group discu-sed plans kw’ a slit
trip to he held Feb. 19."
.’
M

sh , ch
ow em ovie

New Royal Portable

Jack Wallace, a’graduate of San
Jose State college, who is head
of the bacteriological laboratory at
the hospital, %s ill. also be’ interviewed, Prat t

Convenient fermi t
&Meat
No.1 Portable t
riterChOice?wialn
first truly modern portable typewriter!
Sturdybuilt to last for years!
Only the new Royal Portable has all these
,,,,features: FINGER-FLOW KEYS, SPEED
SPACER, "MAGIC" MARGIN, RAPID
RIBBON CHANGER, "TOUCH CONTROL." Plus many more features! Come
in and see it! Easy payment terms!

Archie’s
for

Steaks
545"SOUTH SECOND ST.

--JHunter-Peterson
Equipment Co.

71 E. San Fernando CY 4-2091
"Mask" and "Touch Censor are regitterd trademarks of loyal Typewriter Company, Me,

As a part of the evening,’s enter-

pkqiew_ showinff 01 the movie, taifiment, a sinprise partyivfts
’111-1-e pre- -gtvcirlir-iitinnr -or MrsL-0mM
"Clu.rnicals of Fire

ARE, NOT

sewed today, according to Mr. H. Stratton who is entering a eon B. Lewiis, audio-visual aids -in- vent- at the Dominican college in
S:,7) !,If,!
st ructor,
The picture is slated ,to be
shown af 1.0_;.30 ant, and again at
room 155,
2:30
Students and faculty immix,
are welcemejo attend.

Spartan Daily

NECESSARY
When you buy your
meat at Western
Cold Storage’s
LOW MEAT
PRICES

VINTIMMIM-

EXPERIENCED
AUTOMOBILES!
Fine Selection of
Reliable Used Cars
Priced to Sell

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Entered as second class matter April 24, 1154,
at San Jose, California, under the act ofMarch 3, ISM
Full leased wire service of United Press.
Press of the Globe Printing Company, 1445 S.
First St., San Jose, California. Member, California Newspaper Publisher’s Association.

S.C.cteke4
WILL YS

38 S. 4th

CY 5-1105

YOU ARE BEING WATCHED!
g’.?
Feel confident by being well-groomed.
Visit us fr a haircut as you want it -cut.
Experienced, Union barbers, expert shoe
shining and porter service at the
friendly

COMMERCIAL BLDG. ,BRRBoos !R SHOP

Save up to 40% on Meat!
Grade A BEEF
... by +he half

39’ lb.

plus 5c lb. processing

Eastern PORK

9c ib.

. . . by the half

plus 5c lb. processing

BUDGET TERMS -

$17 A MO.

on approval of credit

WESTERN Cold Storage Co.
40 NO. FOURTH ST.

CY 2-8992
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Wants Share of Students

Uncle
lloCseSam
taruguanI
Training Program
I NIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN the ’ thkry he learns in. the glass7e biggest bus- / viliolti. "’.’ ’
CALIFORNIA. -Th
Ins in -the-Weirld has begun -stud- , , One-fee--Ssipsrlor Students
The’ pre-service internship plan
ent training program at a numher of Amelican colleges and uni- will offer superior seniors and
, graduate students part- or full
versit ies.
time employment ’in government
Thr. "biggest business" ts tbe
cies::Under the program the
agc_l_i
and
government
States
-United
as interns receive -a brdad
students
operation
the- program now In
and formal orientation before -any
I s designed to help gov ernment
work
Y
work assignment. _Thealso
get a fair share of college-trainat a great-er variety of jobs and
ed men and- nomen. it ill
!Pedal asmake it easier for undergradu- are given a seriesa of
widtT range of
signments within
ates and graduate student . to
Students may be
enter government se-swire by i_Prablems.sebringing them into closer eon- 1-e-et
4
b aPec-ifil-t-esta-sond
tact with 4ederal agclea.-that
_
ge, suppleagency or by the
particular
their
to
use
able
are
tigation of the
mented by an in
abilities.
students
’ ix.
al and academic
The Joint College-Federal Set’v- backgro
and experience.
ice Council for Southern CalifOrDe ned to attract outstanding
nia, regional coordinating agency
ge graduates ready to begin
for the plan, described four types heir careers on a full time basis
a
rec
of:general programs in
is the post -college internship plan.
report.
Features of this program include
First Plan for
reh
a broad and extended orientation
plan is de- and a carefully scheduled work as. The study-proje
and students, ’ signment that will give .the intern
signed for sen’
miners whose study experience in the .various jobs
in graduate
eparation of papers. done by the agency. ,
includes
Students Are Assigned
and disserat ions. Students
thes
Several business administration
er this plan will prepare reports or research papers in co- -operation with the federal agency
concerned. The student will not
be working on a purely acadeMic
o
problem in a college library but
actual_experienee
will be gaining
-arld:klioWledge at a current probjem and its possible solutions.
The work-study plan offers a
STANFORD UNIVERSITY. profitable -combination of applied
work and training. Students may Educational tours of Mexico and
work one -semester, then return to Guatemala will be conducted this
college the next, or they may work summer by Professor Juan B. Rat
during the summer months and go of the department of Romantic
to school diwing the academic Languages. The tour, which will
year. Besides.offering the lyre of a be made by automobile, will insteady salary, the work-study pro- clude many cities and points, of
gram -gives the sttiiint a chance inierest-in-Mexica and9u,atemalit.
to apply his actual experience to
Visit Many Places
At the great cultural centers,
the group will visit museums, art
galleries, historical monuments,
and musical and dance performances. .
ftta HIS (W4102415
Student.- of Spanish wishing
to acquire proficiency in the use
001511
:1U1411
of the language will be put in
We 19)0
ears where nothing but Spanish
will be spoken.
The cost of the round:4rip tour,
SAN JOSE AUDITORIUM
starting from Los Angeles, will be
$350 for the July 14-30 tour; $520
for the July 14-Aug. 11 tour; while
inc tour
ALL SEATS RESERVED
Guatemala and return, August
$1 .25, $1,75, $2.50,.$3.00 tax incl.
7-30, will cost $325.

to Lead
Mextean Tour
This Summer
P rot

stan KENTON

O\

t. 14 Rrii

Fri.’, Feb. 17, 8:30

P.M.

Tickets at Denny -Watrous
Box Office, Civic Aud., San Jose

A GOOD DEAL!
FOR S.J.S. STUDENTSONLY
Fine Wholesome ’Food
at Low Cost
REGULAR $5.50

MEAL TICKETS

Now $4.95
Breakfast, Lunch, D;nner

DELUXE
SANDWICH SHOP
pp-

;

232 S. FIRST STREET
Nert to Miss;on Theater

//Net

WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE. -1n order to study for
finals iss--the-most acceptable -fashion, one must adhere to a few
well -established rules. From Dept.
AZ1645 of our files come these
several helpful suggestions Compiled through years and years of

experience.

The necessity ,for accepting rule
ooe...to self-evident. Read
the tatbook. Time a grow ng
short!
That done, plunge into part B,
rule number one. Memorize the
book.
That done, apply all principles and theories advanced in
said hook to every known phase
of life present, past, and potential.
Again, memorize. You have

nurrtheg

Bachelors Launcint II 2. "Retex"
1

aidett

I

Praising Lasts Longeri
hialitpreaffnit -t-

DIT_Cksaners

EIGHT CONVENIENT LOCATIONS25-29 S. Third Street - Main Plant - CYpress 2-1052
24th & Santa Clara
231 Willow
i" 215 E. William
1335 Lincoln, Willow Glen
1740 Park Ave.
119-fwervidin. Sent. Clara

(A

Stamping giciunal-a-Paul Bunyan, famous lumberjack, will be
presented by Dr. Walter J. Breckenridge. in natural color motion
pictures tomorrow night by the Septa Clara Audubon society,
Dr. Matthew Vessel, adviser of the campus Audubon .grOup
announced yesterday.
The program, Dr. Vessel said, is open to the public and will be

, shown at the Montgomery theater
Students have been assigned to
at, 8 p.m. student aditilsolim
ithe business management branch.
50 cents, he said,
of the Civil Aeronautics_adminis.
"Paul Bunyan Country", the
tration in Los Angeles under the
name of the film is the Minnesota
pre -service internship plan. Their
land of rivers, lakes, and forests,
ignments have included studies
retordinglo a report b3t the Andthe personnel diiision and the
With the approval of six. college bon society. The film presents
procurement divisibn, surveys ’of
the work processes of the-account- and state officials, Dr. Harry T. mountainous conntry pierced by
ing division, and compilations’of Jensen, associate professor of edu- 10,000 glacial lakes and the borne
reference materials needed for cation at San Jose State college, is of year-round wildlife.
Dr. Breckenridge k ’director of
budget esaimatet for the -adminis- ’leaving Feb. 11 for Denver to attend the national meeting of the the Minnesota Museum of Natration.
Twenty-eight graduate siudents Association for Supervision and tural 41Istory, the society states.
He received his master’s and
were recently assigned to the U.S. Curriculum Development.
From there he sill get to Kansas doctor’s degrees at that univervol Ordnance Test station _at
(Non Inlet!. iesrior.the_post..conew_ CITT-for the-annual convention of sity after ’attaining his Niche- internship program. M aj o r s in .the Nation1Assiion -o-f"Tecon- .101.’14 fitatiaing- in his native state
chemistry, physics, mathematics, dary School Principals. He will of lima.
According to Dr. Vessel, Dr.
and chemical, electrical, electron- be away for two weeks.
In order to leave California on Breckenridge has been president
ics, aeronautical, and mechanical
engineering were selected’ for the official business, a state employee of, the Minnesota Academy of
must have the approval of his Science. The lecturer is known as
training program.
immediate superiors as. well as of not only as ’a scientist hilt as an
high.state officials.
artist by his bird painting and
Dr. Jensen’s application for per- etchings and as a wildlife phOmission to leave the borders of tographer.
California is signed by Dr. William
G. Sweeney, head of his department; Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie, president of the college; Dr. A. A.
The Boy Scouts of America will
Douglass, chief of the division of employ 2.50 professional leaders in
state colleges of the State Dellart- 1950, it was announced’ by- the
of
HARDIN-SIMMONS UNIVER- ment
Education:
Thomas Placement office.
Applicants must have a good
SITY. - An experiment in stud- Ktichel, state controller; James
al
ent evaluation
of instructors is Dean, director of the Division of scouting background, favorable
being launched by Dr. and Mrs. Finarice;-arid Earl Warren, gov- personal qualities, and good mental and physical health.
Hoyt Ford, Hardin-Simmons uni- ernor of California.
versity professors of psychology.
By mearis---d a,staidirdrzed
3:3 rating scale, a student may
have the opportunity to criticize
his instructor. Members of the
Sojourners Club: Meet at 7:30 examina7ions which will be given
class taking the tests remain o’clock tonight for banquet and
Saturday. Mar. 18, ’in the city Adanonymous and the instructor elections. Master Masons in-if-it-at
ministration building. 408 Almais graded on his humor, whethIndustrial Arts Majors and Min- den avenue. File applications beer or not he tries too hard to be ors: Persons planning to student
fore Mar. 18. Blanks are available
funny and whether he has a teach next quarter *are to meet
in roan :61.- sense of humor or is too serious, at 4 p.m. today in H 27.
on his mastery of subject matSeekers: Hear Dr. Harry Presster, courtesy or lack of cour- field discuss "Prayer at 7 o’clock
tesy toward the students, opin- Sunday evening, Feb. 12.
ion of fairness or unfairness and
Academic . Scholars:
Officers
prejudice as the -case may be, meet at 10 a.m. Thursday in room
examination, and personal qual- 107.
(Acrois From Civic Auditorium)
ities of the teacher. There are
, Seniors: File application for
SAN CARLOS and ALMADEN STS.
18 parts to the tests.
" ’
graduation. Make appointment in
Brsilast - Lunch - Dinner
Dr. Ford has used these tests Registrar’s office.
- Try Our Famous in his three classes and encourNewman (’Iub: Officers and
Bar-11-C.:ed Spare Ribs
ages other teachers to adopt this chairmen meet at 6:30 o’clbck tewith Spiteal Sauce
plan, providing their egos can night at Newman hall.
HenruMads Chili with
stand the results. He remarked
Delta Phi Delta: Meet at 4:30
30e
Fresh Ground Beef
that the students had been ex- p.m. today in Art 1.
French Fr.ed
tremely frank in their answers.
Entomology Club: See movies
Prawns
The purpose of the tests are for of wildlife at 7:30 o’clock tonight
ANDREE’S SPECIAL
a
basis
for
improvement,
to
use as
in S 210. Plan refreshments. All
HomeMade Apple Dumpling
stimulate appreciation for those invited:

lit414

.
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By Students
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to help students -who plan to teach and persons interested are urged
Deep Dish Piss
later in self-evaluation.
to attend "What Is the Student
Open
Every Day, 7:30 a.m. 1,11 I a.m.
Y’s Future" meeting at 7:30 o’Fri.-Sat. till 3 a.m.-Ca, Se,.ic
clock tonight in the Y lounge.
Dancing will follow discussion by
George Bekey, graduate.- student
at University of California.
Bibliophiles: Library majors and
just covered part D, rule nutnminors meet. at___4---p.ra.-.4oday-in
-ber one. Now refer back
one, part A, and repeat for all L212 for La. Torre pictures.
Fresh Group III: Meet at 3:30
courses.
The same direct -simplicity p.m. today in S 112.
WAA Swim Club:
Business
marks rule two. See your promeeting
will replace regular swim
clear
fessor. Make it absolutely
that you are not concerned with practice at 7 o’clock tonight in
a grade in the course. Your only Men’s pool prior to varsity meet.
Alpha Gamma: WO_ at 7:30
interest is tolearn- something, but
atheticall O’clock tonight in front of Art
thi
before ou cl
sincere interview, drop a stibtle
hint in the direction of an A or a location where La Torre pictures
D, depending on your particular will be taken.
Gamma Alpha l’hi: Bring rumaspirations.
mage materials to meeting at
Look eager, but not anxious.
6:30 p.m. today at 90 N. Fifth
Look horribly cheerful but not
street.
happy, and he certain to leave
June Education Graduates: KP
think
you
that
impression
the
and GE certificate holders intertheirs is the only course taught
125 S. Fourth
ested in tegching in San Jose City
in this institAtion. Be careful
schools are eligible to take written
not to look carefree-they may
suspect subversive activities.
Clutch your books enthusiastically, cough frequently and try
desperately to look frail or ill.
Cann
you u
be proud
of o
it or does
rk
oitl
Flatter them, arouse their syrndown and shoddy? Take advantage of
-pathy, invite them to dinner, and
our SPECIAL DISCOUNT for all SPARask intelligent questions about the-,
-TANS
on CUSTOM-BUILT SEAT COVERS,
course. Be innocently unaware of
SPORT TOPS and BODY-FENDER WORK.
what you are trying to accomplish.
Get your car looking right for
Most important, be brief. Do not
approU’"g summer months.
make this act look like a silent
movie.
This program of preparation
for finals IS fully endorsed by
Se. Sae Pedro
CY 2-0950
four -point students.
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Donuts
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WHAT DOES YOUR CAR LOOK LIKE?
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Jensen Attends
Eastern ?sleets

Advice To Students On How To Pass;
Read, Look Eager, Flatter Prof.

TWO NEW SERVICES:

Shirts in at 9:00out at 500.
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Eambda. Chi Alpha Fraternity Pledges
-Come Out in Night Gowns at ;Present

Pills Pledge Eight
In Format Rites

3

-Society Cyc oraneta

By JACK HADDON
, Fashion note: Long, flowing
the -thing this
lines are dellnitelv
This was borne out Monday evening when Lambda. Chi Alpha
officially "presented its pledges to
----the---pulitic in a .mild take-off-_-_orT
the time-honored style of sorority
presentations.
The 12 pledges were clad in long
flannel nightgowns and carried
sweet-smelling corsages of onions
.and vegetables. They wore large
cardboard pledge pins on their
lapels and name placards around
-their . necks.
. This was the first time that fraternTty pledges had been presented
at San Jose State college and -most
.certainly the first ’time that this
’
--7mettiod had -been melt
Dean Helen Dimmick and Mrs.
Izetta Pritchard presided over the
affair as guests of honor.
Mae than’ 400 guests passed
through the reception lineand
met the pledges. After the introductions each guest was taken
over by a fraternity Member who
saw that they were served coffee
and doughnuts.
The pledges are: Edward CarneSecca, Arthur ’Christopher, Clayton Craig, Robert DeWitt, Donald
Feak; William Francis,. Dayton
Hahn, Franklin Hale, Gerard Kenly, Robert Rafloski, Howard Ross,
and Jack Snipe.
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Spartan Spinners Join
Regional Dance Frolic
the

A group of dander’ from the-Spartan Spinners cleb.appeared atRegional Folk Dance festival,. Feb. 4, in the Gilroy high schoolrgYin. *
Dr. and Mrs. Carl Duncan, with the gaily costumed Spinners,

demonstrated the Mesican dance,
"Corridii" to the other.folk-dancers. The Spartan group also pre4uted two eNhibition dances; the
"I:anchera", an Argentinian waltz,
he "Russian Peasatjt_erce."
Members participating in the-exhibitions were Gretchen Kolb, Ted
Carney, Pete Ulrich, Anita Robinson,
Karl Meiscke,
Robinette
Woodside, Ted Watson, Louise
Wurfer,. Harry Sanders, Terry
Mathiesen, Clyde Rutledge,. Margaret Jacobsen, Roy Allegretti, Jay
Potter and Bill Ballou.
Thursday ’evening, at the..reg:
dlar ’ Spartan Spinners meeting,
the advanced group will learn the
"Windmueller", a Getman dance,
the.. "Turner Schottische", and
"Mesticita", a Mexican dance.. .,
.
Shown being presented to pledges Arthur Christopher. William
Francis and Donald Feak are Dean Helen Dimmick, Izetta Pritchard
and an unidentified girl. The affair marked the first time a San
Jose State college fraternity’s pledges had been the subject of an
official presentation.’ The pledge.; were clothed in flowing nightgown.; and carried corsages. Coffee and doughnuts were served to
photo by Haddon
the more than 400 guests who attended.

SAEs Initiate
Pledge Group,
Chapter !leads
* Charles Pettis was installed as
eminent archon of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity
formal rites
at the Ste. ’Claire hotel Monday
evening.
Other chapter officers installed
by the fraternity were James
Lovely, eminent deputy archon;
Alan Rehbock, recorder; Sheldon.
Williams, deputy treasurerf Ross
Campbell, herald; Earl Moot-head,
warden; Quentin Smith, correspondent, and Lloyd Burkhart, chronicler.

Pledges Entertain
At Frat Smoker

Theta (-hi fraternity held, its
Following the installation cere-seeondsmokee--44--tha.menrter
monies 1 iffilen were tnitiatedirito
the chapter house Mohday"
Sigma Alpha Epsilon. After the
Twenty guests were in at-.
initiation rites the group dined at
tendance.
- .
Long Barn.
Mary Braunstein was Mater of
Those initiated were John-Drew". ,,, :
ceremonies.
Dan Inveen, John Hambet, Keith
.
._
The rushees were ’entertained by Cakebread, Floyd Brisbine,
the Theta Chi pledges under the House, Owen Hall, Paul Rembert,
direction of pledgemaster Ray David Vallandigham, John McSam, ’Ron Wren, LeRoy Cashion,
Yonce.
George Rider, George Callisehi
Thompson and
The first Theta Chi rushing Richard T ho tap s o n, Thomai
fund-fon was staged al Ththapter Wright, Jerky McAtee_and Ches-’
State college, house also.
Icy Douglas.
.
. . ’

Delta Upsilon fraternity formally pledged eight men at rites in
the chapter house Monday evening. DU president Bob Schatz
conducted the ceremonies.
The Delta U pledges are Bob
Whalley, Bill Mendosa, Darrell
Dukes, Oscar Metz. -Jack Brunton...I
Line Vand,e Griendt,- Russ Holcomb, and Sterling May,
Wedding bells will ring for Miss Adele Marie
Chollie Cavanagh. Will be the
Delta Upsilon pledge master. He John Schumacher neitrJune.
will be atialsted by Don Brainard.
Miss Thompson, who is a student at San Jose
Don
Pledge
councilors. are
social service major. She is al
Is
a,
Laughrey, Fran McMahon, Bill
i
Monahan_ David Heagerty, Jim member of the Social Service Stuof
!
president
organization,
Heeron, Frank Arena,- John Piotti. dent
and Julius Rocca.
Delta Zeta sorority, and the chair-1
, Pledge teaming will extend until man of the Junior Red Cross on 11
the end of May. Pledge projects
The bride-elect attended
have been assigned the neophytes. campus.
The pledge class will make further -Carmel high school, and is the
Mis Beverly Doric* Andreaeimprovements on the chapter daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
cetti and John Webster Workhouse.
Thompson of Carmel.
both former students at San
Schumacher was graduated from ing.
Jose State colfege, were married
Rennselear college and did grad- recently In a formal ceremony
uare work at Harvard unlversit3. at Siiiiford Memorial eflurch.
Miss Addle Thompson has been He is a member of Delta Tau
The rites, conducted by the Rev.
appointed campus chairman of the Delta fraternity. -The future bride- Nfinto of Stanford, took place amid
Junior Red Cross. Miss Thomp.s own business decorations of white chrysantheson, who will .be in charge of the groom now
mums and stocks in white baskets
Red Cross drive at San Jose State in San Jose. Schumacher is the set off by white satin bows.
college, is- a senior social service son of Mr. and Mrs. R. E. SchuThe bride wore an ivory satin
major Who comes from Carmel.,
macher of Jackson Heights. N. Y. gown styled with a fitted bodice.
white satin’ peter pan collar and
an iflusiolibodice. The dress was
embroidered with beads and pearls
and was set off by a three-yard
scalloped train and a white coronet. The bride carried a white
orchid on a white prayer book.
Maid of honor was Miss Betty
Working, sister of the brideSanta Clara Catholic church,’ Charles M. MacDonald was. be
groom. She was attired in an
orchid taffeta gown with matchOxnard,. was the setting for the man for the bridegroom.
-head-dress.
and
v
recent wedding of-Miss Margaret. -Areception- in the
Woman!s clubhouse followed the Bridesmaids were Miss Sue
-Ann Beach and -Robert Brodie.
wedding ceremony.
Perry, Mrs, Barbara Kerrigan,
The bride, daughter of MrS.
The bride attended USC and Mrs. Doris Finney. and Mrs. PaEverett Charles Beach of Oxnard San Jose State college. The bene- tricia Hildebrand. They wore
and the late Dr. E. C. Beach, was -dirt was graduated from the Cali- purple taffeta gowns with
given in marriage by her uncle, fornia Institute of Technology and matching taffeta gloves and
Walter C. Heisted of Seattle.
received his master’s degree. from .head-dress.
Her formal gown, designed Stanford university. He is now
The bride was given away by
and created by the bride, was of_. employed by the California state her father, Mr. Ameglio Andreucoff-white satin brocade interwoven division of highways.
cetti while Dr. Allan Bishoot of
with metallic thread. It was fashioneciwith a peplum jacket and a
circular hooped skirt with a slight
train. She donned a waist -length
veil which fell from a beaded
The Art Department of
bonnet and carried a bouquet of
Jose Paint & Wallpaper
San
white magnolias.
Mts. Jerry Wolohan was her sister’s matron of honor and Miss
AIR BRUSH EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES
Ruth Walker of San ’Francisco
was bridesmaid. Their gowns were
of blue-green metallic cotton TafLiterature
I A. Compressors
Pouch* Colors
feta styled with three-quarter
S’ Ports & Supplies
length sleerreor apd- hoop skirts.
Air Brushes,
.0 2 dia. Compressors
They. wore thatching satin hats
112 So. Second St.
SAN JOSE PAINT &. WALLPAPER
and carried copper-shaded chrysant

eve-

ning.

Ad e e Thompson Will Wed
Schumacher in June

,
everly Andreuccettt , John, Worktng -.arry Recently in Stanford Rites

New RC Head

Margafet Beach Weds
Roberts Brodie at Oxnard

-

the Stanford Medical school was the ceremony. There were 500
best man. Ushers were Lowell guests.
Lundell, Alvin Anderson, StanBarnes, and Ward Swift.
The new Mrs. Working is the
4--Ameglio
Excellent Food
Mr.
Andreuccetti of San Jose.
Quick Service
Andreuceetti is a former Assistant
District Attorney of San Jose.
Congenial AtmosOere
The bride attended San Jose State
college, University - of California
and Stanford university where she
received a degree in psychology.
CPEN 24 HOURS
She is now studying at San Fran----cisto STITET011erM.
Working is the son of.Dr. and
Mrs. Holbrook Working. Dr.
Working is .a professor of Economics at Stanford university.
The . bridegroom attended San
Jose State college, the University of California, University of
Washington, and Stanford university. He is a member of Sigma Chi fraternity..
40 E. Santa Clara Street
A reception at the San Joe
following
held
Country club was

HASTY TASTY

flee Shoppe

There’s An Art
To Dry Cleaning

ART CLEANERS:7.

IARTISTS!

31$ EAST SANTA CLARA SUM
CYpress 34301
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JACK FLOURNOY
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Mermen Open Slate ,A-gainst Staniiird
By CLIFF DANIELS ,
parta Editor
Two swim teams, competing
under the banners of San Jose
State college and the University of
atanford, will clash tonight at 8
o’clock in th-ii,Spartan poolt -This
will be the firSt action of sthe season tat ’Coaebt Charlie .Walker’s
men front 1WashisafariStidat*,‘;,
The Indians will bring south
another club of championship caliber with which they figure to
triumph over the Ideal contingent.
Stanford has never lost to San
Jose, beating the Spartan last’ year
by a 5g-17 count.
The Palo Alto representatives
were set back on their haunches
last year by the University of
Southern California while attempting to grab off their fourth
straight Pacific Coast conference
swim title. Coach Tom Haynie
will be trying hard to recapture
the lost bunting when the Indians
commence their conference-slate.

ItalA Sala paces the visitors.
He does both the 220 and 440 free
style events and will be out to
better’ the two Spartan plunge
marks he established in 1949. Jack
Weeden, backstroke artist, is
npther _talugtt mural_ ’
ford line-up. In addition, Stakely
in the s-prints,,Mowat ja the, 41*
tancet ,and ?nag
the 241) bar
ster t is strong ongregatiob.
For the -Spartans, Diver Pat
McConnell, who racked up a total
of 751i points in ,11 meets last
year,. will lead the local lads. Mc;
Connell is expected to carry San
Jose’s hopes, but he will be aided
y ’fier--Ty fkwyman, Dick Buikhart
and Francis Brennan. -

tit

Tonight’s opening event tj.
300 yd. MedW37-reTtiy, will find
Bruce Titus swimming the breaststroke, either .George Sheets or
Earl Hassell the breaststroke, and
Bill May the free style. Each enlengths in this event.
Dave-Millovich and Ray Bryant
’Pi1t relesent San Jose in ,the 229
.gsyle. They will be followed
on the program by George Haines
and Bud Guisness in the 50 yd.
sprint.
After diving has been dispensed
with, Haines will perform for the
Walkerites in the 100 yd. action,
and will be Tollowed by backstrokers Bob Hamilton, Dick Lebedeff

and Fred Postal.
’ IlitT-Fentt-Tom Nilsson- and
Norm Murray will perform for the
Cold and White in the AO- yd.
breaststroke distance. Upon their
emergence from the waters,’ Don
-Ling -and Horner
Ill be ready tb swim 440 yds.,
using the free style stroke.
The ninth event, and last on tonight’s card ,will find Jack Stone,
Jim Sage, Dick Martin, and one
man to be selected, competing for
the Staters in the 40Q, yd. relay.
Each man will cover 100 yds. in
this program and the Spartans
first dual meet of the campaign
will end.
Despite the fact that only four

Varsity Mermen Prep for Indians,

Portal Swingers
Clash with Strong
Marine Force

official men are entered’ fh each
the coaches will’ let a reserve swimmer go the distance
against time. In this case, the
competing swimmers will be occupying the four middle lanes and
f) olltsidg_pisagsso

Coach Walker is working hard
to Schedule’ the Santa Clara mermen for next week, either W6dnesday, Thursday’ or Friday. The
Spartans meet Santa Clara..irra...
meet already slated, Friday, Feb.
24- at 8 o’clock in the college lank.
Over and above.the one scheduled and one tentative meet with
Santa Clara; the . locals have
matches on tap With C011age 01
Pacific in Stockton, Mar. 1; California at. San Jose, Mar. 8; St.
Mary’s at’ ’San Jose, March 10;
St. Mary’s at Moraga, March 17;
San Francisco State at San Jose,
April 7; and Monterey Peninsula
college at San Jose, April 21.
The Spartan freshmen will take
h
ter Friday of this_ vveelt
in Palo Alto when they battle
the. Indian babes, at 4 o’clock in.
the afternoon.
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Five Groups Lead
’Mural Wrestling

The Camp Pendleton Marines,
whom San Jose Coach Dee
Portal’s proteges box here tomorrow night, may prove to be the
biggest stumbling block of the
Current qampaign.
San Jose at present is riding a
four dual meet streak and is
anxious to make the visiting MaSpartan swimmers are shown in preparation for their meet with the University of Stanford Indians
rines its next vicitim. The Spar- which will be held tonight at 8 o’clock in the college pool. From left to right: Dick Rafloski, Bill
tans disposed of both Moffett May, Dick Lebedeff, Ray Bryant, Don Ling, Bob Hamilton, George Haines, Don" Biery, Dave Milloieb,
photo by Gmelin
Field and Camp_ Stoneman last Pat McConnell, Terry Bowman and Bruce Titus.
Friday night by scores of .8% to
% and 5% to 1% respectively.
Last year the Spartans._ won
evers4 meet but one, losing to WisHaving reached the half-way Indians in the Spartan gym and Wolfe; 128-1b. Ben Ichikawa; 136consin in Madison to close the
and John Jackregtar season. Up to that time Mark of their season, the San Jose Feb. 18 when they accept the in- lb. Bill Wardrup
son; 145-1b. Ralph Payne; 155-1b.
ther had accumulated a total ’of State. college wrestling squad is vite to the Senior AAIJ matches Ray Bunnell, and Frank Waxham;
now enjoying a two weeks,resting to be held at the San Francisco
10 straight triumphs.
165-lb. Lee Jordan and Dick
period before they re-enter. Into YMCA.
Camp Pendleton had a to-pin:itch active
Campbell; 175-1b. Larry Cunningcompetition.
matter
boast
Coach
Mumby’s*
i
football squad in 1949, and now
The next pair of rocks to be shot_ a four win, one loss,and one tie ham and Jim Elibt, and heavyfollow up with a hexing team
Bray and Neil
%%tight sPhil
off
the fenee for the grippers
record- in thitr halfway March Theman..
that has made Portal ’.engage in
considerable meditation.’ The Ma- take place’ Feb. 17’ when they through the wrestling woods. The
rines are unbeaten solar this sea- smoke the pipe witfi the Stanford San Jose varsity men have
clamped San Francisco State col son and last week tied UCLA.
In Roglio Garcia they have a San Jose’s Jim McDonald. Judg- lege. El Toro Marine base, Alareportedly outstanding 145-pound- hie from this merry-go-round of meda Naval Air station, and Staner, who last week decisioned the facts, Garcia ihould provide for- ford% university. Meanwhile San
Bruins’ Floyd Wilson. Wilson was midable opposition for Jim Nutt, Francisco Olympic Club overturned the Spartans, while Cal
a PCI finalist last season and his opponent tomorrow night.
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Cal., Feb.
had three years of experience be- . Handling the Marines will be Poly slipped knotted the Sparta 7.- - UP) ----Cal Poly of San Luis
hind him . He recently drew with Lt. Duncan. Wayne Fontes will men into a tie.
Obispo; like several other collegCal Poly’s Paul Flishbeek,eho in assist. Portal as usual. Julie MenIn other meets San Jose’s var- iate institutions was in the marturn won a split decision fromiendez will referee.
sity and junior varsity-, versatilas ket for a football coach todaY.
picked off top spot in the PAAU
Charles Pavelko resigned as
Novice tournament, second place head grid mentor Monday,- ’blamin the Portola tourney, and re- ing "a kind of an impossible sittattled the Sorthern- l70111 16-Thia uat ion."
Junior Wrestling crown for the ,
Pavelko did not disclose:. what
fourth time in as many years.
was the "impossible situation." He
The junior varsity players have had been Cal Poly’s coach for two
defeated San tiancisco State col- ears.
lege, El Toro, Stanford university.
College President Julian A. Mcand Treasure Island junior graders.- The-Alameda juniors -sneaked Phee, w ho received Pavelko’s resby the San Jose lower division, ignation. said the school has no
boys for the latter’s_oub: less of successor in mind to take .oer
reins. of the Cali ornia-Xthlet ic
the year.
_
team.
During the 14 day lounging-Period, the Spartans will try to
bolster their forces by a series
of stiff workouts to take place
next- iveek.-Theif -Tait twif-TieiaTormances against Stanford and
Cal Poly showed the signs of midseason fatigue and .the carvecenee naay_aid them Iri their
preparations for the meets on tab
for the latter pert of the 1950
gripping era.
Point getting performers for the
Spartans that should continue on
the same road will be -121 -lb. Joe
Killeen, Bill Bothwell, and Dale
SPARTAN DIVERS (’I TI
Swimming Coach Charlie
Walker gives his varsity and
frosh divers a few words of instruction. From left to right:
Coach Walker, Francis Brennan,
freshman; Pat McConnell, varsiBarber Shop & Smoke Shop
ty; Terry Bowman, varsity; and
Dick Burkhart, trash.
photo by Gmetin

Matmen Take Two Week Vacation

Eighty-five intramural wrestlers
are battling their way through the
four day elimination bouts in the
Third Annual Novice-Frosh and
Junior Varsity Tournament.
ive San Jose State college
campus organizations are sponsoring-tife -brg gfralt-Theta NtErStp--ma and Lambda Chi Alpha groups
are tutored by Phil Bray, Jim
Eliot, and Ray Lyon. Phi Sigma
Ka
receives its coaching...from
Bill AVardrup and John Jackson.
The Spartan Shields are-coached
by Ben Ichikawa and Don Suzukawa. Ray Bunnell and Ralph
Payne are mentors for Delta Upsilon while. Dick Campbell and
Frank Waxham boss Theta Chi.

Cal Poly Football
Coach Steps Down

Spartan Divers and The* cktaolt

If not the
SAPPHIRE ROOM
then it has to be
. THE .CINEBAR
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Action in Spartan-West Virginia State Game

SJ Second Half Rally
Catches Broncs, 51-48

1.
Leh
re-

By, BERK BAKER and DOUG PRESTAtiE

San Jose State collegeieager-beever baskefbatl ,team pu
another one out of the fir:e last night, winning from the University of
Santa Clara 51-48 before 3119 people at the Cow Palace.
The precedent-shattering contest was.the first basketball game

t he
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-FtWeert he Isyqpischoolis since -HMO.
Santa Clara had a commanding
31-21 lead. at the half, holding the
Spartans ’to six field goals. Their
lead quickly began to melt as Stu
Hobby Crowe, and- Chuck
Crampton paced a furious part
tan rally .which tied the game ,up
at 46.611fton a pivot shot by Inman, with three minutes remainC6Campton’s poher gave San
Jose a two-point lead as tension
mounted. The gap was narrowed
to a ,one point margin when a
Santa Clara player sunk a foul
stint; however, Dean Giles stole
the ball and went the length of
the court for a lay-in. Each side
made a foul shot before the bus-46-Widfd the eiid or the contest with the score 51-48. .
,The Spartans held an early 8-3
lead but lost it at 12-13 when

4.0 Minute Man
era
the
;he
nd
ge
or-

Bronco center Joe Nalty made a
field goal to give his team a position it kept until late in the fourth
ciliarter. Situations were reversed
in the second half as Santa Clara
was limited to six field goals.
’The win was the sixth straight
and made. a complete sweep of
Cow Palace games for the -Spars.
Santa Clara
fg
McKillop, f
3
Sunderland, f
7
c
6
Stein, g
3
Greenback g
1
Peters, f
GueT11-1,
0
Chavez, f
0
20
San Jose
fg
McCaslin, f
0
Inman, ’1
4
Clark, c
2
Wuesthoff, g
4
Crampton, g
3
Crowe, f
4
Giles, f
2
Morgan, c
0
Prescott, g
0
19

ft
1
1
2
1
2
-0
0
1

tp
7
15
14
’7
4
0
0
1

8

48

ft
2
3
2
6
0
0s

tp
2
11
6
14
6

0‘

0
0
-13

State Gym Artists Face Stanford Team

8

San Jose State college’s Spartan
4 gymnastic team enters its first
0 dual meet of the year tonight
0 when they play host to Stanford’s
-performers in the Spartan gym at
51 7:30 o’clock.

head coach, ’plans to bring back
the victory to, the farm with an
invading group of strong contenders.

The events on tonight’s program
be the rope climb, high -,bar,
The eight events to be presented
on the program were originally sidehorse, rings, parallel bars,
u id to take place . on.
rig;doubteg, and-trampoline_
Indian reservation, but arrange- games.
ments have been made by Coach
Mtunby and assistant director
The Spartan Frosh will try for Dick Brown to have the meet in
55c
SPECIAL PLATE
their fourteenth win of the season Spartan land.
75c
to
55c
LUNCH
tonight as they tackle- Meino J. C.
Sixteen artists of the gymnastic
at 8 o’clock at the Blue and White
75c to $1.10
DINNERS
events will carry the San Jose.i
gym.
Leading the
Coach Tom Cureton’s freshrrten shield into the fray.
and
now have a 13-2 record which goes attack will be Jim Melton
For delicious lunches, dinners
who have been
on the block 4onight against an Wally Eshleman

’PS
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Frosh Cagers Play_
Menlo JCTonite

on.
ied
lph
md
U.

11011 WVESTROFF, one of the
most reliable guards on the
coast, was seen in action last
night as the Spartans and Santa
(’bra renewed their basketball
rhairy. Wuesthoff usually plays
the entire game.

experienced and taller team. Stal,wart of the Menlo club is former
Lowell high and All-City Forward
Ken Flower. Flower has been
averaging over 15 points per game.
’The tentative line-up released
by Cureton includes Ron Hindley
and Kibbe at forwards. Stan
Wacholz playing center and Lee
Jensen with Bill Brundberg at the
guard slots.

Hustling Stu Inman is shown
above breaking up a play in the
recent Cow Palace date as the
Spartans defeated West Virginia
Rushing in to
State 52-50.
assist Inman are George Clark
and Dean Giles (8)

and after -the -show snacks
visit us today.

entered in six events.

Dick’ -Brown, Ed Bense, Glen
Walthall, Art Yates, Don Peckham,
Andy Hardin,’ BM Mauer, ’Oscar
Metz, Jerry Skow, Mark Hildebrand, Don Ervin, Russ Rabeneau, Len Wallach, and Al Grass
Will be on hand to gain the victory
points for the host team.

Watch Repair
Special!
For Month of February
ANY STANDARD WATCH

$5.50
U.S. RESTAURANT
Next to Calif. Theatre

347 S. 1st

M. H. MARTIN, Watchmaker
GENSLER-LEE JEWELERS
Its SOUTH FIRST

Ed "Husky" Hunt. Stanford’s

Williams Cuts Baseball Squad
OUTFIELD: Stan Peterson,
1Varsity baseball coach, Walt Glendale junior college, round out
Earl Wright, Russell Holcombe,
Williams, made his first cut of the the list.
Kirby, Francisco Padin,
season Monday, and has pruned -his
Three regulars from last year, --1.ou
squad to 47 men who will continue Bob Wuesthoff, Ralph Romero and Adolfo C-elaya, Ray Salazar, Gerto work out/lye days a week on Dean Giles will not report before ald Nelson, Ken Schilling, Dave
the Spartan practice field adjac- March 4 and will miss the season’s Stoddard, Frederick and Willett.
ent to Spartan Stadium.
lid lifter with the Indians.
Intra-squad competition will feaThe complete squad as it stands,
ture the daily sessions for the
next three weeks, at which time divided according to positions, is:
Williams will make his final slash.
CATCHERS: McCarthy, JohnOnly- our weeks -remain .beforer- -son77Tcan-tee, Bpi -Fielder, Herb
7
the -season- opens- against the Uni- Eoles; arid BruntrGortopassi.
versity of Stanford at Palo Alto
PITCHERS: Pete Mesa, Con
March 4.
Buy your high
Maloney, Al Van Aman, Ray JaIn addition to the 17 returning
cobus. Mary Miller, Stan Miller,
grade quality
veterans of the 1949 championship
Harrison Moore, Woody Linn,
government club, Williams has eight men from
Davis, and Collins.
inspected
Tom Cureton’s frosh club of last
meat at
year, all of whom are looking very
FIRST BASE: Mel Stein, Tom
good in practice, according to the Burch, Wayne Buck, RalphClesganivas
land, and Warmdahl.
baseball mentor.
of
Also, six oulifiiiding titj-iii----col- ’ SECOND BASE: Jim Kerr, Don
lege ’transfers are fighting- for rhelgrcri, Tom Okagaki, l3ob
Positions, each, one showing prom- Buck, Worthington and Vojce.
ise for the future. Walt Johnson,
THIRD BASE., Will Concklin,
Corn, in and discuss your MEAT
a. catcher from Compton junior
Larry Fernandez, J. D. Russell,
problems with us . . .
college is giving Dave McCarthy
Jerry lick and Joe Antuzzi.
n run for his money, and Jim ColCY 2-5454
AVE.
STOCKTON
see
SHORTSTOP: Don Lopes, Leon
lins, a hurler from Hartnell junPapkoff
and
Lane.
ior college, should make a fine
addition to the pitching staff.
- 010 Davis, another pitcher who.
JERRY LIND
CLIFF MOORE
Irills from Mann junior college,
Gene Worthington, former San
Jose high school second baseman,
i )irk Lane, shortstop transfer from
compton junior college, and Jack
(Gay Theatre Building)
Frederick, an ’ out fielder from

SURE - WAY
Food Lockers
$$SAVE$$

I

I 5O/0

-711e Rom Sliop

"If you can’t say it Our

Flowers will"

Special Prices for Group Orders
BARBER SHOP
FOUNTAIN
TOBACCO
MAGAZINES
Corner 411, Until Clara

FREE DELIVERY_
402 South First St.

Phone CY 4-7534, Nile CL 8-4293

All I know is some old dame left it with
instructions to give it a complete overhauling!
We’re sorry to disappoint the old witch,
but she’ll have to take her Hallowe’en night
riding equipment somewhere else. Our
business is cars. We check ’emtune ’em
anything from a flat to a cranky
fix
carburetor . . . fix ’em right, right quick
and at right reasonable prices. If you own
a CAR, drive up today!

ABE PAIWER

GARDEN CITY CIIETROALET
Nf.) SANTA CLARA
SIXTH
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, SCRIBES SUBMIT SAMPLES

Dr. Sweeney Attends NEA Meeting in SF
Dr. YZIlliam C.
.ca-tion department

Sweeney, Eduhead, attended
the National Education Association conference in San Francls
The two-day conference was
part of a series of conferences
the NEA is holding to discuss proAcceptance of ali student manuscripts by the course_initructor grams
for the in-service, growth
be mandatory for admittance.to tbe advanced creative’ writing

Prerequisite of Writing Class Will Be
Close Scrutiny of Enrollee’s Ability:

will
class, English 170; next quarter, announced Mr. Perrin Lowrey, English
----instructor.
Previously, students were admitted to the course upon the recommendation of one of their teachers. Mr. Lowrey stated that now he
will read .the material and decide
upori the capabilities of-iziat student.- If the manuseript=ta=ateePtw
ed, the student will be officially
invited to enter the class. Mf. Lowrey said that the deadline for ‘all works is March 1.
These five weeks will enable him
to read and examine carefully the
material.Only _poems, short
stories, and chapters from plays
may be submitted, according to
Lowrey.
The course is limited to upper
division students only, and 20 pu-- pils-will-be the maximum- allowed.
The class will be held Tuesday and
Thursday evenings; time not yet
determined. Classwork will consist of reading and discussing each
Manuscript, said Mr. Lowrey.
Manuscripts can be turned in to
the English department, H28 or
to Mr. Lowrey’s office, Apt. 1B,
210 S. 9th street.
Additional information may be
obtained through either office.

Contest Ends
The Lyke short story contest
will close this afternoon, according to Lew Bell, 1950 spring quarter Lyke editor.
Winner of the contest will be
announced in Friday’s Spartan
Daily and will receive a $13 cash
-prize:-Yesterday. Bell said, that
over a dozen articles have been
turned in.
"Lyke appreciates the response
of the writers who have entered
the contest," Bell concluded.

fiCiassified Ads
FOR RENT
Booms for college girls, kitchen
prWileges. Modern furniture. 114
S. 11th street, San Jose.
Large, clean, heated room for
two boys. Close to college. Linen
furnished. Maid service. 65 S.
Ninth street. $20 a- month.
Nice twin bedroom with beautyrest mattress. Heated and use of
kitchen. 699 S, Ninth street. CY
2-7159.
it
d board, 11 meals weekly, also board only. Mrs.. Ruby
Ahern, 380 S. Ninth street, CY
3-9942.
----:--ThreF-room cottage for four
boys, furnace heat, no kitchen.
Ideal for study. $17 each. 360 S.
Ninth st reel.
One boy 10 share room with
student in home. *$15. Furnace
heat. 360 S. Ninth street.
Room for student over 20.
Kitchen, bath, and breakfast nook.
Share with Iwo other men. Ev
thing furnished. $25 a month, 4
s-.-inth, call CY 3-0780.
ttoom-tor 2 or $ men. 112 blocks
from college. Double tile showers.
Free telephone and piano. $15 a
month. 426 S. Seventh at,, CY
3-1938.
.
.
save money. Do your own cooking. Available now
modern
dormitory flat for five or seven
students. Complete kitchen and
bath nice beds and desks, on the
bus -line, only five blocks to school.
$25 per student, per month, and
utilities furnished. 448 N. Second,
call CY 5-7904, girls or boys. Also
have a modern, light, front sleeping room for two, $20 a student.
FOR MALE
21/4 by 31/4 Busch PS’essman.
Almost new, complete with rangefinder, flash, cut film holders, case.
filters, and pack adapter. A bargain at $185. It H. Schuman, 101

of teachers. Other _topics Include
progress in certification standards
and practices; preliminary study
of standards for teacher-preparing4
institutions, the proposal of -professional qualifications for admisSion of new members into the
NEA; and progress in improving ’
the supply of elementa
’fi
-Partici
in- the ’conference

were key leaders of the education
profession, representing state education associations, teacher education institutions, state departments bf -education, national professional organizations, and regional accrediting associations.
Delegates from Arizbna, California--N-ecida, Otegon, and Washington attended -the conference..

_.f

SJ Students
Speak
Eight San Jose State college
students will compete in ’the extemporary and impromptu speaking events at the Western ’Speech
Association’s Invitational Speech
tournament ’being held at- UCLA
this ’weekend. They are Louis
Walker, Willis Morris.
’Sam Datirriohn Gregory, Norman
Elrod, Jim Maynard, ahd Glyndon
Riley.
Evelyn McCurdy is entered in
the dramatic reading contest.
In the extemporary speaking
event,, the speaker is given 45
minutes in which to prepare his
speech. Each speaker competes
in three rounds with students from
other Colleges and universities.
Topics for, each, round are chosen from general topics, which in
this contest are: Round 1, "Background of the Present World";
Round 2, "The World Today";
Round 3, " The World Tomorrow.’
In the impromptu speaking divi.
sion, each student is iOven
iiiinuticito-express his opinion on
a short editorial which he reads
just prior to speaking.
Miss Marie-Carr and Mr. Wilbur
Luick will accompany the students
on the trip and act as judges in
the tournament.

TIE
when you smoke PHILIP MORRIS1

Grad Aids ’20’ Club

HERE’S
ALL YOU
DO!

Everett Williams, TWA pilot
and former aeronautics major at
San Jose State college, has been
working in the aeronautics quonset shop, putting the finishing
touches on the Flying "20" club’s
recently overhauled airplane motor. According to Mr. Tom Leonard, aeronautics instructor, the
motor, a Continental 65, is one of
two such motors belonging to the
club’s Taylorcraft.
S. Morrison.
Must sell 6 cubic foot- Frigidaire, one year old, excellent condition. $110. ’Original cost was
$210.
1939=4 door 1nrillys California
sedan. Good condition, nearly new
paint b.
Cocker puppies, wit
papers.
$15. 374 S. Sixth street, CY 2-5413.
Ice skates, size 712. For man or
woman. Worn twice. Call CY
3-6984.
LOST
Black wallet in gym, Friday
night. It contains $74. Reward.
If found, please return to Informal:IMP.

I

you can prove
seconds
In just a few

PHILIP MORRIS
IRRITATING

LESS
IS DEFINITELY
smoking!
you’re’ OW
brand
the
than

.Iight up a
MORRIS
PHILIP
DON’T INHALEand

take a pull
through your
T HEN, just
smoke come
s-l-o-sv-l-y let the Pala NOW ...
Ift
Easy,
no
NOW

YOU /mew

WHY

YOU

DON’T INHALE.
the same thing Quite a difference
Do exactly
sting?
that
Notice that bite,
NIORRISI
from PHILIP

MORRIS!
SMOKING PHILIP
SHOULD BE

Want Good Food?
Mayfair has it!

FOR STATE STUDENTS ONLY

$5.50 Meal Tickets
for $5.00

Everybot Ttaiks about PLEASURE, but
only ONE cigarette has malty done something about it.
That cigareattii PHILIP MORRIS!
Remember: less irritition means more pleasure.
And PHILIP MORRIS is the ONE cigarette proved
definitely less irritating, definitely milder,
than any other leading brand.
NO OTHER CIGARETT11
CAN MAKE THAT STATEMENT.

Comp’efe Breakfast, Lunches, Dinners
Open 7 a.m. to 10 p.m

MAYFAIR
RESTAURANT

YOU’LL

10 GLAD TOMORROW
YOU SMOKED PHILIP MORRIS TODAY!

159 SO. FIRST ST.

PHILIP M

AUTO PARKING
SPICCIAL, PARKING BATEs FOR ALL SPAITTAN-WiTnENTS
(MAKE YOURSELF KNOWN)

34 NORTH THIRD STREET

-

ate.a.. 6,.46.6
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